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Abstract: with the rapid growth of mobile users and they are converting to use mobile phones for banking
applications instead of using personnel computers. Mean while mobile computing is changing the landscaper of
mobile banking application as the future of the mobile. However mobile cloud computing still facing the security
issues, this paper address the security issues of mobile banking cloud which relates to the banking application
with the help of secure browser search engine. Security has become a major issue for mobile devices when users
browsing malicious sites. It is necessary to migrate banking application to cloud based service to overcome the
limitations of internet banking. The system uses mobile cloud-based virtual computing and provides each user a
Virtual Machine as a security proxy where all Web transactions are redirected through it. Within the VM, the
SSE uses crawling technology with checking services to validate addresses and certificates. A Phishing Filter is
used to check URLs with an optimized execution time.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile banking helped to give any time accessing of bank to their customers due to this customers can
check out their account details, get their bank statements , money transactions and more services with more
comfort. However the biggest limitation of internet banking is the requirement of a PC with an internet
connection. Using mobile devices, the web-based communications have become more targets for attackers of
end-to-end communications, e.g., using Man-in-the-Middle attacks and deploys malicious phishing sites to
confuse Internet users to ex-pose their private information. Cryptography enhanced Internet protocols have been
widely used to prevent Internet users from being attacked. However, strong cryptography algorithms cannot
prevent security protocol designers from looking the weakness of human beings in the types of security
protocols. SSL supported browsing is an example of this kind. In this paper, our research focuses on two major
security problems caused due to human errors: e.g. MITM attack and web based phi-shing attack, which require
users to be involved to make decisions on accepting or rejecting a web site.
In SSL-Strip attack, attackers explore the vulnerability that a user may request a web site by initiating
an insecure HTTP request. The attacker can intercept the request through spoofing [5] or poisoning [6] attacks
and then confuse the user to send the request. Once received the request, the secure web server sends an HTTP
message to ask the user to initiate an SSL session. The attacker then intercepts the redirect message and initiates
an SSL session to the web server without sending the redirect message to the user. After setting up an SSL
connection to the server, the attacker sends unencrypted web page to the user. It is quite similar for users
overlooking the protocol name, which could be changed from HTTP to HTTPS, and a lock logo will be appear
in the bottom of the web browser. This problem becomes severe when lightweight mobile devices are used. If
the user edits his username and password in the web page, which is required by most financial sites for
authentication of the user, the username and password will be transmitted to the attacker.
Phishing is another way to expose the human weakness by using fake sites. Similar to SSL-attack,
Phishing-attacks also present the exact same web page content and page layout of users, except the web address
is different and the lock logo does not appear on browser’s status bar. To address phishing attacks, many
existing browsers, e.g., Firefox, incorporate anti phishing filters by checking web site repositories, and then give
alerts to users if it happen to visit a phishing web site. Based on our testing, the false negative rate is very high
this is due to several reasons. First, as cost of hosting sites has become less and there are tools like dyndns.org,
which could map the dynamic changes of IP with a domain name attackers can easily change their domain name
and corresponding IP. In addition, most of phishing site repositories require users to send reports to them for
phishing changes, which introduce delay and makes the information in repositories quickly. More severely,
many phishing-sites may not be detected previously, and thus cannot be detect by web browser’s Phishing
Filter.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related works. Section III describes
the detailed designs of the system. Finally, section IV concludes and describes future work.
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II. RELATED WORK
In [10], authors given solutions for countering a web-based MITM attacks by introducing context of
certificate verification and specific password warning aware type of browsers. This technique validates a
certificate and checks if a password or address is sent in an unsecured way. In[11]. Jackson et al introduced
Force HTTPS, which forces the web browser to open a secure connection to the destination. If the destination
does not support an SSL connection, then the user needs to set a policy in Force HTTPs. This approach does not
prevent MITM type attacks since attackers can insert the HTTPS request and return a “no-HTTPS-support”
message and force the browser to initiate HTTPS sessions.
Researchers in [12] developed an anti phishing tool for web browsers. However, studies showed in
[13], around 23% of the people do not see at the address bar, status bar, and security indicator when they are
browsing the web sites, and let alone have small screen size when using mobile devices. In [14], the authors
differentiated the effectiveness of using different-phishing tools such as Firefox2, IE7, Spoof guard [12], etc.
Their results given that all evaluated tools are less effective in finding phishing web sites. Zhang et al, in [15],
proposed a Phishing Filter “CANTINA”, where they make use of hyperlinks and term frequency - inverse
document frequency (tf−idf ), here tf − idf is a technique to give less priority to the common occurring words.
When a URL is fed into “CANTINA”, it first calculates the (tf−idf )scores for the page, then it calculate the
lexical signature using the top-5 (tf –idf) , and finally it uses Google Search engine to verify if the web site is in
the top N results. The drawback with this technique is that “CANTINA” depends on the Google’s Crawler.
When a new web site is up, it can stay online for approximately 53 hours [16] that means it cannot be crawled
by Google search engine immediately.
To address the MITM and phishing issues, a number of personal proxy based security models have
been proposed. Tahoma [17] uses a browser Operating System running on top of a client-side Xen managed
virtual machine to serve as a local security proxy to scan web applications. Flash proxy [18] proposed the
performance and security of Flash object browser on mobile devices. Web-Shield [19], Spy-Proxy [20], AjaxScope [21] and Browser-Shield [22] proposed similar proxy-based web security-models here they use a sandbox
on the remote proxy to perform and render the web application while detecting the security threats by
monitoring application behaviors. These approaches include overheads when switching from one virtual
machine to another virtual machine. Moreover, since they share virtual machines among different users, the
user’s privacy will be an issue.

III. ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION
This section gives the architecture and devices of the mobile cloud-based SSE system. The
terminology is based on [24], which gives the basic components and models to implement an efficient and
scalable search engine.
Xen server that provisions VM resource pools. Here The Xen platform provides Xen-APIs, which
are used by the web server to provide VM management and conﬁguration functions to the mobile users.

•

•

Web Server: The web server contains a website to provide a management portal for users and system
administrators. A database in the web server manages their DNS names, IP and VM software
configurations. The web server will also work with XEN other servers in the cloud to perform system
admin instructions. For instance, it works with DNS/DHCP servers to provide domain names and IP
addresses to the newly generated VMs.
Mobile User VM: Each mobile cloud user has a VM that incorporates many services to provide features
like http-proxy, caching and logging. The VM works with the SSE service to detect and correct the MITM
and phishing-attacks. Fig. 2 shows the components of a user VM.
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Portal Gateway & Portal Network: The Portal Gate-way is the access point for mobile users to access internal
VMs and web services. The Portal Network serves as a data exchanging channel between different internal
servers.
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Fig2: Components of the virtual machine

•

SSE Server: It provides the SSE service and the Management Server is in charge of the system resource
allocation.
Data Gateway: The networks used by VMs and SSE fetch the web data content from the Internet and send it to
the user mobile devices.
A. Secure Search Engine
1) Secure Search Engine Architecture: The SSE is a service it can be used by every mobile user VM to
provide web proxy and caching functions, a mobile user VM provides multiple components, as shown in Fig. 2.
The implementation of SSE using a layered service architecture, where the higher layer makes use of the service
at its immediate lower layer.
 SSE service: SSE service answers all the mobile user queries given by web browsers. Response of the SSE
services is made from the SSL verifier and the Phishing-Filter.
 SSL verifier: SSL verifier is one of the major services in SSE. It picks up an URL, collects the certificates
from one or more domains which are running on the server. It also verifies the certificate chain and stores
the validation results in the repository of the SSE.
 Phishing Filter: Phishing Filter is another service provided by SSE, in which it checks each and every web
page linked, Using the learning algorithm explained, It checks only if a web site is a legitimate site or a
phishing-site
 SSE Crawler: The SSE Crawler is an auto program that collects security information and web page
information of URLs for providing SSL verifier and Phishing-Filter.
Algorithm 1 SSE Processing:
1: URL = get the URL();
2: else
3: It sends the message msg = redirect to SSE service (URL) to SSE;
4. If SSE found msg in a phishing site in its database then SSE sends a warning message to the browser;
5:If the user ignores warning then it sends the HTTP request to the web server;
6: else
7: The web browser drops the HTTP request;
8: end if
9: else if SSL Verifier returns “the web server supports HTTPS” AND Phishing Filter returns “the web server is
not a phishing site” then
10: SSE sends the certificate information to the browser;
The browser sends secure HTTPS Request to the web server;
11: else if SSL verifier returns the web server and phi-sing filter returns the
web server is not a phi-sing site then
12: SSE informs the web browser;
13: the browser sends the HTTP Request to the web server;
14: else SSE sends a Warning message to the web browser;
15: the browser goes to step 4
16: end if;
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a mobile cloud-based secure web referral services to counter based MITM and
phishing attacks on the mobile nodes. In the central of the system, SSE serves as the foundation for secure web
referral framework and involves minimum interventions of humans for security decisions. SSE Phishing Filter
generates low false positives and false negatives. In the future, SSE can be extended to counter other web
attacks, such as Cross-site Scripting attacks.
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